Request #: HUTRR97
Title: HUTRR97 - Navigation and Desktop Show All UsageId Reassignment
Spec Release: 1.12
Requester: Matthew Williams
Company: Microsoft

Pages Affected: Consumer (0x0C)
Values checked: By chair (Matthew Williams)

Current Status: Approved
Priority: Normal

Required Voter: Apple
Required Voter: Wacom
Required Voter: Intel

Voting Begins: 14th July 2020
Voting Ends: 21st July 2020
Voting Result: 6-0-3

Summary:

- Resolving UsageId:0x1C8 conflict between “AL Message Status” and “AL Navigation” in Consumer UsagePage (0x0C)
- Resolving UsageId:0x2A0 conflict between “AC Soft Key Left” and “AC Desktop Show All Applications” in Consumer UsagePage (0x0C)

Background:

- UsageId:0x1C8 was originally assigned to “AL Message Status” (HUTRR32), then was additionally assigned to “AL Navigation” (HUTRR75). Reaching out to the original filer of HUTRR75, “AL Navigation” has currently not been used.
- UsageId:0x2A0 was originally assigned to “AC Soft Key Left” (HUTRR32), then was additionally assigned to “AC Desktop Show All Applications” (HUTRR77). Reaching out to the original filer of HUTRR77, “AC Desktop Show All Applications” has currently not been used.

Proposal:

- Reassign “AL Navigation” UsageId from UsageId:0x1C8 to UsageId:0x1CA
- Reassign “AC Desktop Show All Applications” UsageId from UsageId:0x2A0 to UsageId:0x2A2